SAT NOVEMBER 10, 2018

BREWERY TOUR SAN DIEGO

TASTE THE BEST BEER IN THE EAST VILLAGE
Description: AIJA have selected a fantastic walking beer tour in an iconic neighborhood, East Village Downtown, showcasing some of the award-winning beers created throughout San Diego. Enjoy an afternoon sampling a variety of local beers made in America's Finest City, while admiring historic buildings and futuristic skyscrapers. You will learn a lot about the unique histories and processes of the most popular breweries in the East Village San Diego. With over 100 craft breweries in San Diego county, a beer enthusiast culture is blooming. During this walking tour, you will try different beers in two amazing breweries plus the most authentic Mexican food in SoCal, tacos!

Price: $45 per person (it includes two beer flights + tacos (Gratuity is NOT included for your tours of San Diego guide/driver, which standard tip is 15% and is given on your own discretion).

Duration: 2 hours 30 minutes
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